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ABSTRACT
This paper introdues a lassi�ation algorithm alled Hy-

perCuts. Like the previously best known algorithm, HiCuts,

HyperCuts is based on a deision tree struture. Unlike

HiCuts, however, in whih eah node in the deision tree

represents a hyperplane, eah node in the HyperCuts dei-

sion tree represents a k�dimensional hyperube. Using this

extra degree of freedom and a new set of heuristis to �nd

optimal hyperubes for a given amount of storage, Hyper-

Cuts an provide an order of magnitude improvement over

existing lassi�ation algorithms. HyperCuts uses 2 to 10

times less memory than HiCuts optimized for memory, while

the worst ase searh time of HyperCuts is 50�500% better

than that of HiCuts optimized for speed. Compared with

another reent sheme, EGT-PC, HyperCuts uses 1:8 � 7

times less memory spae while the worst ase searh time is

up to 5 times smaller. More importantly, unlike EGT-PC,

HyperCuts an be fully pipelined to provide one lassi�a-

tion result every paket arrival time, and also allows fast

updates.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.6 [Internetworking℄: Routers|Paket Classi�ation

General Terms
Algorithms

Keywords
Paket Classi�ation, Firewalls, QoS

1. INTRODUCTION
In the last �ve years, a large number of papers on paket

lassi�ation([1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8℄) have been published.

Given that the ourse of paket lassi�ation is now onsid-

erably downstream from the fresh springs in whih it had
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its soure, any new paper must answer the question: why is

there yet another paper on paket lassi�ation?.

We answer this hallenge immediately with three propo-

sitions.

1, Importane: Paket lassi�ation ontinues to grow

in importane, both at the edge and the ore.

2, Performane of existing shemes: Existing algo-

rithms still have poor performane, and ternary CAMs still

have issues in terms of power onsumption and hip density.

3, New ideas are possible: Despite the large number

of ideas explored, there are still new ideas in paket lassi�-

ation that an provide major bene�ts.

Next, we amplify these three propositions to provide more

detail.

1, Importane of Paket Classi�ation: Both the

ore and the edge of the Internet are growing in speed.

Dataquest laims that in 2004, 14% of the links between

ore routers will be OC-768 (40 Gbps), and 21% of edge

links will be OC-192 (10 Gbps). Conurrently, demand for

paket lassi�ation is inreasing in order to provide QoS

and seurity. These two trends (inreased speed, inreased

use) ombine to put pressure on router vendors, to the point

that IP lookup, traditionally onsidered hard, is now on-

sidered a solved problem ompared to lassi�ation.

What do ustomers use paket lassi�ation for? In paket

lassi�ation, the handling of a paket an depend on addi-

tional header �elds besides the destination IP address. Thus

at the edge, paket lassi�ation an be used to mark IP

headers (e.g., TOS, DSCP) with the appropriate QoS levels

based on port �elds that indiate the appliation. At both

the edge and the ore, paket lassi�ation an be used to

disard or rate ontrol ertain o�ending appliation pakets

for the purposes of seurity.

The inreased virtualization of the Internet via Virtual

LANs and Virtual Private networks (VPNs) ontributes to

the growth of lassi�ers. VPNs are growing in importane,

and a single ISP router must support multiple ustomer

VPNs, eah of whih an ontribute a lassi�er. Thus many

lassi�ation hips for edge routers routinely support 32K

rules.

1

Perhaps surprisingly, some ISPs require that even

ore routers [5℄ support up to 2800 rule lassi�ers.

2, Performane of Existing Shemes: Paket lassi�-

ation algorithms use two dominant resoures, memory and

1

It is also worth noting the inreased trend towards \deep"

paket lassi�ation based on appliation headers and even

on paket ontents. While our algorithms an help with deep

paket lassi�ation, this paper and the evaluation fouses

on traditional rule databases based on IP 5-tuples.



time. The need for large memory an be �nessed using heap

DRAM; however, speed requirements often ditate the use

of expensive SRAM, making memory usage important. The

need for speed an sometimes be �nessed by pipelining but

inreased pipeline depths add expense, and pipelines larger

than 32 stages are rare. Thus reduing worst-ase searh

time in memory referenes is equally important.

All existing paket lassi�ation algorithms trade memory

for time, ranging from shemes like RFC [2℄ (that is fast but

takes exessive storage) to linear searh (that is slow but

takes minimal storage). The urrent algorithms with the

best time-spae tradeo�s appear to be EGT-PC [5℄ and Hi-

Cuts [1℄. Unfortunately, while the tradeo�s have been on-

stantly improving, the time taken for a reasonable amount

of memory is still too poor for pratial deployment.

Beause of problems with existing algorithmi shemes,

most vendors use Ternary CAMs, whih use brute-fore par-

allel hardware to simultaneously hek for all rules. The

main advantages of TCAMs over algorithmi solutions are

speed and determinism (TCAMs work for all databases not

just \typial databases").

Newer TCAM designs use aggressive banking tehniques

to redue power, and better proesses to inrease density.

However, CAMs fundamentally have to ontend with re-

dued density (uses ompare logi per bit) and inreased

power (uses parallel omparison). Two less fundamental

problems are the need for rules with range spei�ations

to be translated into several CAM entries, and the need

for glue logi. It would be foolhardy for us to say that

CAMs are not strong ontenders. However, problems with

CAMs have made vendors onsider algorithmi alternatives.

These inlude Cypress, Fast-Chip, EZhip, and Integrated

Silion [9℄.

Thus two reasons to ontinue to investigate new lassi-

�ation shemes are: 1, Need: Given a need for CAM al-

ternatives, any new algorithmi sheme that an improve

the spae-time tradeo� of existing shemes by an order of

magnitude an be useful in pratie. 2, Sienti� Interest:

Deoupling from the exigenies of the market, new ideas for

a fundamental geometri problem should be of interest to

aademi researhers.

3, New ideas: Besides improving performane on a wide

range of lassi�ers (�rewall and ore router lassi�ers) by an

order of magnitude, we introdue two intuitive new ideas.

1, Multidimensional Cutting: The lassi�ation problem

an be onsidered geometrially as follows: given a set of

boxes in N -spae and a point, �nd the set of boxes that

ontain the point. While this problem is provably hard in

the worst ase, one of the best existing heuristi algorithms,

HiCuts [1℄ solves this problem reursively by utting the

spae of boxes at eah step using a hyperplane. We explore

the natural degree of freedom, whih is to use a hyperube

instead of a hyperplane. This allows our algorithm to simu-

late several uts of HiCuts in one ut.

2, Pulling Rules up the Deision Tree: Reursive utting

an be embodied using a deision tree in whih eah node

represents a ut and leaves represent rules. In general, some

linear searhing at the leaves is useful to redue storage. Our

observation is that a heavily wildarded rule often ends up

in many leaves, inreasing storage unneessarily. Instead,

we simply move all ommon rules in a subtree to a linear

list at the root of the subtree.

Thus paket lassi�ation is an important problem and

there is a need for new algorithms. Finally, this paper in-

trodues a new algorithm that uses two new ideas to (of-

ten) produe an order of magnitude improvement in per-

formane. The rest of the paper is organized as follows.

Setion 2 formally desribes the problem, Setion 3 moti-

vates our solution, Setion 4 desribes related work, Se-

tion 5 desribes our new algorithm, Setion 6 summarizes

performane results, and Setion 7 states our onlusions.

2. PACKET CLASSIFICATION PROBLEM
Individual entries for lassifying a paket are alled rules/

The paket lassi�ation problem is to determine the �rst

mathing rule for eah inoming message at a router.

The lassi�er or rule database in a router onsists of a

�nite set of rules, R

1

; R

2

: : : R

N

. Eah rule is a ombination

of K values, one for eah header �eld in the paket. Eah

�eld in a rule is allowed three kinds of mathes: exat math,

pre�x math, or range math. In an exat math, the header

�eld of the paket should exatly math the rule �eld|for

instane, this is useful for protool and ag �elds. In a

pre�x math, the rule �eld should be a pre�x of the header

�eld|this ould be useful for bloking aess from a ertain

subnetwork. In a range math, the header values should lie

in the range spei�ed by the rule|this an be useful for

speifying port number ranges.

A paket P mathes rule R

i

if all the header �elds Field

j

,

j = 1 : : : k of the paket math the orresponding �elds in

R

i

. If a paket mathes multiple rules, the mathing rule

with the smallest index is returned.

3. WHY HYPERCUTS?
In this setion, we motivate the use of hyperubes with a

simple geometri example. The geometri view of lassi�a-

tion is due to Lakshman and Stiliadis [3℄.

For example, a 32-bit pre�x like 00� an be viewed as a

range of addresses from 000 : : : 00 to 001 : : : 11 on the num-

ber line from 0 to 2

32

. If pre�xes orrespond to line segments

geometrially, what do rules orrespond to? It is not hard

to see that two dimensional rules orrespond to retangles,

three dimensional rules orrespond to ubes, and so on. A

given address beomes a point. Thus from a geometri point

of view the problem of paket lassi�ation redues to �nd-

ing the lowest ost box that ontains the given point.

Figure 1 displays a toy example of a two dimensional las-

si�er with 4 rules: R

1

: : : R

4

. Eah rule is represented by a

retangle in two dimensional spae. The left �gure shows

the ation of HiCuts [1℄. HiCuts builds a deision tree using

loal optimization deisions at eah node to hoose the next

dimension to test, and how many uts to make in the hosen

dimension. The leaves of the HiCuts tree store a list of rules

that may math the searh path to the leaf.

The left part of Figure 1 shows how the HiCuts algorithm

works on the example rule set. Assuming the maximum

number of rules held in a leaf is 1, no matter how many uts

are going to be exeuted at a time, the HiCuts algorithm

requires at least two levels in the deision tree.

The HyperCuts algorithm introdued in this paper elim-

inates this limitation in HiCuts by introduing one more

degree of freedom. Eah node in the deision tree represents

a deision taken on the most representative dimensions, as

opposed to using only a single dimension. For eah of the

hosen dimensions, the number of uts is omputed based on
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Figure 1: HiCuts vs. HyperCuts. A Geometri representation of a 4-rule lassi�er. HiCuts(on left) is applied to the 4-rule

lassi�er. If the leaf node an only aommodate one rule than the deision tree in HiCuts has height at least 2. By ontrast,

HyperCuts (on right) an break the spae into four smaller squares in one ut, resulting in a deision tree of height 1.

a metri dependent on the amount of spae that is available

for the searh struture. In the example in Figure 1 Hyper-

Cuts(on the right) uts the plane into four squares with one

diret ut, reduing the height of the deision tree to 1.

This is extremely reminisent of how a B-tree an redue

the height of a binary tree by using a higher radix, say d.

In the ase of the B-tree, this does nothing to redue the

fundamental log

2

N bound on searhing for one item among

N items. This is beause �nding whih of the d-pointers to

follow at eah node requires log

2

d time. Thus the reader

may feel we are heating: the use of higher dimensional uts

may slow down searh times at eah node, whih an in turn

o�set any derease in tree height.

However, this is not the ase. We deide whih pointer to

follow at eah node using essentially array indexing whih

osts one memory aess regardless of the number of hildren

at a node. It is easiest to see how array indexing works in one

dimension. Imagine a 6-bit address spae is partitioned into

four equally spaed ranges (i.e., uts) [0�15℄; [16�31℄; [32�

47℄ and [48�63℄. Eah range has an assoiated pointer, and

the pointers are stored as four onseutive elements in an

array.

To ompute whih pointer orresponds to a point, say 33,

we �nd the quotient

2

when 33 is divided by the range width

16. Sine the quotient is 2, we index into the third element

of the array, assuming array indies start at 0. This simple

indexing sheme an be generalized to multiple dimensions

as long as the ut widths are �xed in eah dimension. The

bottom line is that searh time at a node takes 1 memory

aess regardless of the number of uts. Note that HiCuts

also allows multiple uts per node; it just restrits these

uts to be along one dimension. HyperCuts uses the extra

degree of freedom to redue tree height without sari�ing

node searh times.

The use of arrays an, however, inrease storage beause

of empty and redundant pointers. We all suh useless ar-

ray loations \dead spae". Fortunately, we an eliminate

muh of the \dead spae" (as in HiCuts) by eliminating re-

dundant subtrees. Whenever, two pointers point to idential

subtrees, we eliminate one of the subtrees and make the or-

2

This is easily omputed in hardware using shifts.

responding pointer point to the other subtree. This onverts

the Deision tree into a Direted Ayli Graph. Finally, we

apply the heuristi of moving up ommon rules to redue

storage even further. We note that one ould also eliminate

empty array pointers using simple bitmap ompression as in

the Lulea [10℄ IP lookup algorithm.

Notie also that ombining uts in several dimensions as

in HyperCuts an inrease storage. For example, onsider a

HiCuts tree in whih the root uses 2 uts on Field

1

, whih

then leads to two hildren A and B. Suppose A uses 8 uts

on Field

2

, and B uses 2 uts on Field

3

. Then the HiCuts

tree will only have 2 + 8 + 2 = 12 pointers. However, if Hy-

perCuts were to ombine all the three �elds in a single node,

it would require 2 � 8 � 2 = 32 pointers. But HyperCuts an

always simulate HiCuts and not ombine �elds if the stor-

age inrease (relative to the gain in time) is large. We have

found in our experiments that this extra degree of freedom

in HyperCuts is extremely useful for ore router databases,

but less so for edge router databases.

4. RELATED WORK
The simplest lassi�ation algorithm is a linear searh

through the rules of the lassi�er. For a large number of rules

this approah implies a large searh time. However it is very

eÆient in terms of memory. Several algorithms have been

developed for the ase of rules on two �elds [3, 8, 11, 6℄ but

these do not solve the general problem of K�dimensional

paket lassi�ation.

Srinivasan et al. [12℄ build a table of all possible �eld value

ombinations (ross-produts) and preompute the earliest

rule mathing eah ross-produt. Searh an be done quikly

by doing separate lookups on eah �eld, pasting the re-

sults together into a rossprodut, and indexing into the

rossprodut table. Unfortunately, the size of this table

grows astronomially with the number of rules.

In the bit vetor linear searh algorithm [3℄, searh is �rst

done in eah dimension separately to yield the set of rules

that math the paket in that partiular dimension. These

sets are then interseted eÆiently using bitmaps to yield

the set of rules that math in all dimensions. With hard-

ware assistane, this algorithm works well for moderately

size lassi�ers.



Gupta and MKeown [1, 2℄ introdued two new algo-

rithms, RFC (whih is very fast but whose memory needs

are large) and HiCuts (whih we desribe later). They also

made the seminal observation that a given paket mathes

only a few rules even in large lassi�ers.

Baboesu and Varghese [4℄ exploit the sparse mathing

observation to redue the searh times for the algorithm

desribed in [3℄. Qiu et al [13℄ exploit the observation that

any paket mathes at most a few distint values in eah

�eld to suggest baktraking trie searh as a viable (though

fairly slow) alternative.

The algorithms in the previous work with the best perfor-

mane are HiCuts [1℄ RFC [2℄, and EGT-PC [5℄. We evaluate

HyperCuts against all these three algorithms in Setion 6.

We now desribe deision tree based lassi�ation algorithms

whih are the starting point in the development of Hyper-

Cuts. To provide a running example, we onsider the small

�rewall database in Figure 2. The example ontains twelve

rules on �ve �elds.

4.1 Decision Tree Algorithms
Work on deision-tree based lassi�ation algorithms based

on geometri utting was pioneered in onurrent papers by

Gupta and MKeown [1℄ and Woo[7℄. Both shemes build a

deision tree using loal optimization deisions at eah node

to hoose the next bit (or next �eld in the ase of HiCuts [1℄)

to test. A simple riterion used in [1℄ is to balane storage

and time.

The paper by Woo [7℄ also introdued a seond important

degree of freedom by onsidering multiple deision trees. For

example, it may help to plae all the rules with wildards

in both the soure IP �eld and destination IP �eld in one

tree, and the remainder in a seond tree. While this an

inrease searh time, it an greatly redue storage. This is

beause rules with a large number of wildards often end

up repliated in most of the leaf nodes when using a single

deision tree.

Both papers [7℄ and [1℄ use a small amount of linear searh-

ing after traversing the deision tree. Eah leaf in the dei-

sion tree holds a small list of possible mathing rules. Dur-

ing lassi�ation, the tree is traversed based on the paket

header, and a leaf node is identi�ed. The list of rules as-

soiated with the leaf node is then traversed to identify the

highest priority mathing rule. Consider a deision tree with

10,000 leaves; assume that eah leaf is assoiated with up to

4 rules. While it may be possible to distinguish these 4 rules

by lengthening the deision tree in height, this lengthened

deision tree ould add 40,000 extra nodes of storage.

Thus, in balaning storage with time, it may be better to

settle for a small amount of linear searhing (e.g., among

one of 4 possible rules) at the end of tree searh. Intuitively,

this an help beause the storage of a tree an inrease ex-

ponentially with its height.

The Hierarhial Cuttings (HiCuts) sheme desribed in

[1℄ is similar in spirit to [7℄ but uses range heks instead of

bit tests at eah node of the deision tree. Range heks are

slightly more general than bit tests beause a range hek

suh as 10 < D < 35 for a destination address D annot

be emulated by a bit test. A range test (ut) an be viewed

geometrially in two dimensions as a line in either dimension

that splits the spae into half; in general, eah range ut is

a hyperplane.

We now desribe HiCuts in more detail beause we use it

as point of departure. In HiCuts, eah node an be regarded

as a k�dimensional box ut up into a set of n smaller boxes.

The utting is done using heuristis whih take into aount

the struture of the lassi�ers. The size of a box depends on

the range overed by the box in eah dimension. For exam-

ple, the root node for a 5�tuple (IP Soure and Destination,

Port Soure and Destination, Protool) an be viewed as the

box [0; 2

32

�1℄X[0; 2

32

�1℄X[0; 2

16

�1℄X[0; 2

16

�1℄X[0; 2

8

�1℄.

Assoiated with eah box is the set of rules whih interset

the box.

Choosing the number of boxes a node is split into (n),

requires several heuristis whih tradeo� the depth of the

deision tree versus the tree memory spae. The dimension

on whih a ut may be exeuted is hosen, roughly speaking,

to minimize the maximum number of rules in any partition.

Piking the number of partitions (n) also learly a�ets

the overall memory spae. The algorithm tunes n as a

funtion of a spae measure. In order to do this it uses two

parameters: (1) binth (whih limits the amount of linear

searhing at leaves) and (2) spfa (a multiplier whih limits

the amount of storage inrease aused by exeuting uts at

a node).

Figure 3 shows a deision tree for the Example in Figure 2.

A range representation for the set of rules in Figure 2 is

shown in Figure 4. Assume that a paket with the header

(0010; 1101; 00; 01; TCP ) needs to be lassi�ed. The path

followed by this paket is shown in Figure 3. At the root

node, marked A, based on the value in its seond �eld the

paket is direted to the node marked B. At Node B, searh

uses information in the third �eld to diret searh to a leaf

node ontaining a small list of two possible mathes. In this

ase, R

7

is the lowest ost rule mathing the paket.

For this example, observe that even if we were able to re-

ate a number of partitions(uts) based on eah of the distint

values that our in the hosen dimension, we annot get a

height of 1 for this tree, assuming that the maximum length

of the list of rules at a leaf is less than 4. Figure 5 shows

that even if we make 16 partitions on the seond �eld (whih

is the �eld with the largest number of unique elements) the

partition assoiated with a Field

2

= 10 ontains 6 rules,

whih in turn requires one more node for segregating the

rules into groups of at most 4. By ontrast, the HyperCuts

tree will be able to obtain a height of 1.

Seondly, observe also that all the hildren of the node

on Field

4

share the set of rules fR

7

; R

10

; R

11

g. This du-

pliation ontributes to an inrease in the memory used by

HiCuts whih we an eliminate to some extent in HyperCuts

by pulling up ommon rules to the appropriate anestor.

5. HYPERCUTS DESCRIPTION
HyperCuts is a deision tree based algorithm. At eah

node in the deision tree, the set of urrent rules is split

based on information from one or more �elds in the rule.

Eah time a paket arrives, the deision tree is traversed

based on information in the paket header to �nd a leaf

node. A small number of mathing rules that are stored

in the leaf node are linearly traversed to �nd the highest

priority rule that mathes the paket. This basi struture

is similar to the work in [7, 1℄ exept for the possible use of

two or more �elds at eah node. Eah node in the deision

tree has assoiated with it:

� i: A region R(v) that is overed. In the ase of a



Rule F ield

1

Field

2

Field

3

Field

4

Field

5

ACTION

R

0

000� 111� 10 � UDP at

0

R

1

000� 111� 01 10 UDP at

0

R

2

000� 10� � 10 TCP at

1

R

3

000� 10� � 01 TCP at

2

R

4

000� 10� 10 11 TCP at

1

R

5

0� 111� 10 01 UDP at

0

R

6

0� 111� 10 10 UDP at

0

R

7

0� 1� � � TCP at

2

R

8

� 01� � � TCP at

2

R

9

� 0� � 01 UDP at

0

R

10

� � � � UDP at

3

R

11

� � � � TCP at

4

Figure 2: A simple example with 12 rules on �ve �elds.

Rule F ield

1

Field

2

Field

3

Field

4

Field

5

ACTION

R

0

0� 1 14 � 15 2 0� 3 0 at

0

R

1

0� 1 14 � 15 1 2 0 at

0

R

2

0� 1 8� 11 0� 3 2 1 at

1

R

3

0� 1 8� 11 0� 3 1 1 at

2

R

4

0� 1 8� 11 2 3 1 at

1

R

5

0� 7 14 � 15 2 1 0 at

0

R

6

0� 7 14 � 15 2 2 0 at

0

R

7

0� 7 8� 15 0� 3 0� 3 1 at

2

R

8

0� 15 4� 7 0� 3 0� 3 1 at

2

R

9

0� 15 0� 7 0� 3 1 0 at

0

R

10

0� 15 0� 15 0� 3 0� 3 0 at

3

R

11

0� 15 0� 15 0� 3 0� 3 1 at

4

Figure 4: A range based representation of the example with 12 rules on �ve �elds shown in Figure 2.
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R11
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R7
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R11 R11
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R11

R1
R7
R10

R7

R7
R10
R11

R0
R5
R6
R10

4

R11

Field 

Field

Field   (4 cuts)

(0010, 1101, 00, 01, TCP)

Field 

2

3

5

(sample packet header)

path on sample header

Figure 3: A HiCuts deision tree built for the database of

Figure 2. Field

2

is hosen for the root node beause it has the

largest number of unique values. A sample paket header and

a sample searh path are also shown.

5��eld lassi�er, this an be represented as a 5 tu-

ple: [IPSmin-IPSmax, IPDmin-IPDestmax, PSmin-

PSmax, PDmin-PDmax, ProtMin-ProtMax℄ ;

� ii: A number of uts (NC) and a orresponding array

of NC pointers;

� iii: A list of rules that may math. The maximum

number of rules stored in a node is predetermined.

Figure 6 shows HyperCuts in ation. The deision tree is

built for the same database as in Figure 4. The tree onsists

of a single root node whih overs the region [0 � 15; 0 �

15; 0 � 3; 0 � 3; 0 � 1℄ that is split into sub-regions with 16

uts. There are 4 uts based on �eld Field

2

, 2 uts based

on Field

4

, and 2 uts based on the Field

5

. Beause of the

diÆulty of drawing a 3-dimensional array on three �elds,

Figure 6 shows the root node in terms of its projetions

on Field

2

. This results in four 2-dimensional subarrays for

eah of the four possible ranges of Field

2

. Eah 2D subar-

ray is built on Field

4

(shown vertially) and Field

5

(shown

horizontally). Note that sine there are 4 uts in Field

2

,

the assumed 4-bit �eld splits into four ranges of equal size

0� 3; 4� 7; 8� 11 and 12 � 15.

As an example, onsider the fourth and rightmost sub-

array, and the rightmost element in the seond row of this

subarray. This orresponds to a Field

4

range of 0 � 1, and

a Field

5

value of 1, and hene represents the leaf node as-

soiated with the region [0�15; 12�15; 0�3; 0�1; 1℄. This

subarray element has two assoiated rules: R

7

and R

11

. It

is easy to verify from the rule set of Figure 4 that these are

the two only rules that math this region.

Note that the HyperCuts algorithm for this database reahes

any of the leaf nodes in at most one step. By omparison,

the HiCuts algorithm (as shown in Figure 5) annot reah

the leaf nodes in less than two steps (for an equivalent buket

size).

To desribe HyperCuts, we need to desribe two di�er-

ent algorithms. The �rst is the Preproessing Algorithm in

whih the deision tree is built based on the rules in the



2

Field4, 4 cuts

0 10 151

0 1

Field 2, 16 cuts

R11

3

R7
R10
R11

R3
R7
R10

R2
R7
R10
R11

R4
R7
R10
R11

Figure 5: This piture helps explain why no HiCuts tree for

the database of Figure 2 an have height equal to 1. Compared

to Figure 3, even if we inrease the number of uts in Field

2

to

the maximum number that it an possibly use (16), the region

assoiated with Field

2

= 10 still has 6 rules. This in turn

requires another searh node beause linear searhing at a leaf

is limited to 4 rules.

lassi�er. The seond algorithm is the searh algorithm, in

whih for any paket the tree is traversed to identify the

mathing rule. A fast update algorithm an also be imple-

mented; however we do not go into the details of inremental

update in this paper.

Before desribing our algorithm, we make some observa-

tions:

� i. The deision tree should try at eah step(node)

to eliminate as many rules as possible from further

onsideration.

� ii. The maximum number of steps to be taken during

a searh should be minimized.

� iii. Certain rules may not be able to be segregated

without a further inrease in the overall omplexity

of the algorithm (both spae and time). Therefore a

separate approah should be taken to deal with them.

Rules in this ategory are rules with wildards (any)

in both IP soure and IP destination �elds.

3

� iv. As in any paket lassi�ation sheme there is

always a tradeo� between the searh time and the

memory spae oupied by the searh strutures. As

with [7, 1℄, when the number of rules is small, linear

searh may be a tradeo�. That is why, in order to re-

due the overall memory spae and to keep the depth

of the deision tree at a minimum, a node is not subdi-

vided if the number of rules assoiated with the node

is smaller than a prede�ned threshold.

Our approah takes the four observations into onsidera-

tion to build a tree as follows. At eah node (1) it identi�es

the dimensions (�elds) with the highest number of distint

3

A separate deision tree ould be built for the subset of

rules that ontain wildards in both IP soure and destina-

tion �elds. Both the original deision tree as well as the ad-

ditional one are traversed during the searh. For any paket

the mathing rule is the highest priority rule from the union

of the result sets.

elements (2) for eah of the identi�ed dimensions it deter-

mines the number of uts to be done based on a tradeo�

between the depth of the tree to be obtained and the mem-

ory size that is available, (3) it exeutes the uts on the

hosen dimension reating a number NC of hildren to the

number of uts that are exeuted. No further uts are ex-

euted if the number of rules assoiated with a node are

smaller than a predetermined value that we all buketSize.
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Figure 6: The HyperCuts deision tree for the database of

Figure 4 onsists of a single 3-dimensional root array built using

4 uts on �eld Field

2

, and 2 uts eah on Field

4

and Field

5

.

The 3D root array is shown as four 2D subarrays for the four

possible ranges of Field

2

. Contrast this single node tree with

Figure 5 whih shows that any HiCuts tree must have height

at least two.

5.1 Building the HyperCuts Tree from Scratch
The algorithm starts with a set of N rules, eah of the

rules ontaining K dimensions. A subset of all the rules

ontaining wildards in both IP soure and IP destination

�elds is reated. We all this W-Set. We all R-Set the

subset of remaining rules after extrating W-Set. A deision

tree is built for both R-Set and W-Set.

Eah node identi�es a region and has assoiated with it

a set of rules S that math the region. If the size of the

set of rules at the urrent node is larger than the aeptable

buket size, the node is split in a number (NC) of hild

nodes, where eah hild node identi�es a sub-region of the

region assoiated with the urrent node. Identifying the

number of hild nodes as well as the sub-region assoiated

with eah of the hild nodes is a two step proess, whih tries

to loally optimize the split(s) suh that the distribution of

the rules among the hild nodes is optimal. This proess

inludes (1) identifying the most suitable set of dimensions

to split and (2) determining the number of splits to be done

in eah of the hosen dimensions.

5.1.1 Choosing the dimensions
The hallenge is to pik the dimensions whih will lead to

the most uniform distribution of the rules when the node is

split into sub-nodes. To the best of our knowledge there is

no onsummate method of piking this set of dimension(s).

Therefore, we propose a set of heuristis to help make an

e�etive deision.

A �rst solution is to onsider the set of dimensions with

the largest number of unique elements. However, this is

not very satisfatory beause hoosing more dimensions will

almost always inrease the number of unique elements, and

thus the algorithm might always hoose all 5 dimensions.



But this an have adverse a�ets on storage beause of the

storage ost of 5-dimensional arrays. On the other hand,

observe that if adding a dimension adds only a few unique

elements, then the small inrease in searh disrimination is

probably not worth the extra storage penalty.

To quantify this point of diminishing returns, we onsider

instead the set of dimensions for whih the number of unique

elements is greater than the mean of the number of unique

elements for all the dimensions under onsideration. For

example, if for the �ve dimensions the number of unique

elements in eah of the dimensions are: 45, 15, 35, 10 and

3 with a mean of 22, then the dimensions whih should be

seleted for splitting are the �rst and the third. This is

beause these have values greater than the mean.

We have also experimented with the ratio of the number

of unique elements to the size of the region represented by

that dimension. For example onsider the root node whih

overs the region [0 : : : 2

32

�1℄ for IP soure and destination

�elds, and a region [0 : : : 2

16

� 1℄ for soure and destination

port numbers. If the number of unique elements in the IP

Soure and the number of unique elements in the soure port

number is the same, then it may be logial to �rst selet the

soure port as the �rst �eld to split beause the resulting

split region sizes are smaller than when using the IP soure

�eld. Formally, we an use as a measure the ratio of the

number of unique elements to the total number of possible

values overed by the range representing the dimension.

5.1.2 Picking the number of cuts
One the set of dimensions (D) on whih the splits are to

be exeuted at a node is hosen, the next step is to establish

the number of uts to exeute in eah of the dimensions.

This means piking the set of numbers fn(i)g

i2D

, where

n(i) represents the number of uts to be exeuted on the

i � th dimension.

Sine our goal is to reate a searh tree with minimal mem-

ory requirements, we steal a leaf from the HiCuts building

algorithm and limit the maximum number of hild nodes

that the urrent node an be split into by a fator of the

number of rules ontained in the node. We de�ne this as

the funtion f(N) = spfa �

p

N where N is the number of

rules in the urrent node and spfa is a spae fator param-

eter that an be varied to tradeo� storage against time.

The total number of split operations to be exeuted is

NC =

Q

i2D

n(i). Ideally we should try all possible ombi-

nations of fn(i)g

i2D

where theNC =

Q

i2D

n(i) is bounded

by f(N) = spfa�

p

N to determine whih set of fn(i)g pro-

vides the best distribution with the least amount of memory

inrease. However, onsidering every possible ombination

is omputationally infeasible. Hene, we selet the follow-

ing greedy approah: we �rst hoose separately, for eah

dimension i, the loal optimum number of uts n(i) to be

exeuted, and then determine the best ombination entered

around these values.

In order to identify the number n(i) of uts for eah of

the utting dimensions we keep trak of: (1) the mean of

the number of rules in eah of the hild nodes, (2) the max-

imum number of rules in any one of the hild nodes, (3) the

number of empty hild nodes

4

. A set of iterations are exe-

uted; at eah step the urrent value for n(i) is multiplied

4

These need to be taken into onsideration in order to avoid

a possible memory blowup

by two.

If after a number of subsequent steps there is no signi�ant

hange in the mean or the maximum number of rules in the

hild nodes, or there is a signi�ant inrease in the number

of empty hild nodes, then we baktrak and use the last

known best value as the hosen number of splits to be made

along the dimension under onsideration.

5

5.1.3 Algorithm Refinements
The number of hild nodes as well as the number of rules

stored in a node have a diret relationship to the memory

spae oupied by the searh struture. Therefore we on-

sider the following mehanisms to redue them and impli-

itly to redue the memory spae oupied by the algorithm.

We use a set of four heuristis for doing these redutions.

They are based on: (1) node merging, (2) rule overlap, (3)

region ompation and (4) identifying a ommon subset of

rules whih are overed by all the hild nodes. The �rst two

heuristis were also disussed in [7, 1℄. However the last two

are introdued here for the �rst time.

Node Merging: We redue the memory spae oupied by

the algorithm by merging the nodes whih have assoiated

with them the same set of rules. Figure 8 shows a situa-

tion in whih two nodes that share the same set of rules are

merged into a single node. The single node has been as-

signed the same set of rules as the previous ones, and overs

a ontiguous region that is the union of the regions of its

hildren.

Rule Overlap: The leaf nodes store a list of rules whih

are mathed by values from the subregion overed by the

node. However there may be situations, suh as in Figure 7,

in whih a rule R

2

is assigned to a node in whih there is a

rule R

1

with a higher priority whih also overs the whole

region overed by the rule R

2

in the node. In this ase there

is no reason to store the rule R

2

in the node beause it will

never be hosen. As a result rule R

2

may be eliminated from

the list of rules that are overed by the node.

Region Compation: Eah node has assoiated with it a

region that it overs as well as a set of rules that are a

math. However there are ases as in Figure 9 in whih

the region overed by the rules is smaller than the overall

size of the region assoiated with the node. Therefore a

reasonable optimization is to shrink the region assoiated

with the node to the minimum over that inludes the areas

overed by all the rules in the set of rules assoiated with

the region. Figure 9 shows an example in whih a node has

an assoiated region f[X

min

; X

max

℄; [Y

min

; Y

max

℄g and a set

of rules it overs fR

1

; R

2

; R

3

; R

4

g. The area assoiated with

the node is redued to f[X

0

min

; X

0

max

℄; [Y

0

min

; Y

0

max

℄g whih

is the minimum over that inludes the areas overed by all

the rules fR

1

: : : R

4

g.

Pushing Common Rule Subsets Upwards: In this heuris-

ti, if all the hild nodes have assoiated a subset of rules

that are idential, then the parent node will store this sub-

set instead of the hildren. If we hoose to do this opti-

mization, then rules may be assoiated with non-leaf nodes.

Searhing for suh rules in non-leaf nodes an add an un-

neessary memory aess at eah node with an empty list

if implemented naively using a list pointer. Instead, we use

a bitmap in the header of eah node to distinguish between

nodes that have empty and non-empty lists without using

5

A hash based ut is done for the �elds in whih an exat

math needs to be exeuted (e.g. the protool �eld)



an extra memory aess.

The proedure to implement this optimization exeutes a

bottom-up traversal of the tree in order to identify all the

possible situations. Figure 10 shows an example in whih all

the hild nodes of A share the same subset of rules fR

1

; R

2

g.

As a result A will store this subset of rules fR

1

; R

2

g instead

of being kept at the hildren.

The pseudoode for the tree building algorithm is:

1 CreateNodeP (l

1

; r

1

; l

2

; r

2

; : : : ; l

k

; r

k

; R);

2 if (jRj < buketSize) return;

3 for i 1 to k do

4 N

i

 numberOfUniqueV aluesOnDim(R; i);

5 Mean  mean(N

1

: : : N

k

);

6 for i 1 to k do

7 if N

i

> Mean then Dims Dims

S

fig;

6 for i 2 Dims do

7 NC(i) optimumNoCutsOnDimension(i; l

i

; r

i

; R);

8 N  

Q

i2Dims

NC

i

;

9 for i 1 to N do

10 (l

i

1

; r

i

1

; : : : ; l

i

k

; r

i

k

; R

i

) reateCut();

11 CreateNode(l

i

1

; r

i

1

; : : : ; l

i

k

; r

i

k

; R

i

);

12 return;

Line 8 in the atual algorithm is subtler than the simpli-

�ed pseudoode shown above. The dimensions are ranked

�rst by unique elements and then (in ase of ties) by the

ratio of unique elements to the size of the region. Then the

algorithm onsiders the andidate dimensions in ranked or-

der, �rst alulating the optimal number of uts for that di-

mension (following a proedure similar to HiCuts), hoosing

this dimension only if allowed by spae fator onstraints.

At the end of this proedure, the pruned set of dimensions

is optimized further by onsidering every possible subset of

the pruned set, and hoosing the best subset in terms of a

storage/time tradeo�. Note that this may result in hoosing

a single dimension as in HiCuts.
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Figure 7: A two dimensional region

f[x

min

; x

max

℄; [y

min

; y

max

℄g assoiated with a node whih

has assigned three rules R

1

; R

2

; R

3

. The highest priority rule

is R

1

followed by the rules R

2

and R

3

. The node does not

need to keep trak of rule R

2

beause any of the pakets

whih might be assoiated with R

2

are also overed by the

rule R

1

that has a higher priority.

5.2 HyperCuts Search Algorithm
We explain the searh algorithm by �rst going through a

small example. Figure 11 shows a node A in the deision

y2

x1 x3
y1

y2

x1 x3
y1

R2

A B AB

x2-1 x2

R1

R3R3

R1
R2

R1
R2
R3

Field  , Fieldx y Field  , Fieldx y

Figure 8: A node in the deision tree is split into 4 hild

nodes eah one of them assoiated with a hyper region by doing

uts on two dimensions X and Y . The hild nodes A and B

over the same set of rules R

1

; R

2

; R

3

therefore they may be

merged into a single node AB assoiated with the hyper region

f[x

1

; x

3

℄; [y

1

; y

2

℄g that overs the set of rules R

1

; R

2

; R

3

.
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Figure 9: A node in the deision tree originally overs the re-

gion f[X

min

; X

max

℄; [Y

min

; Y

max

℄g. However all the rules that

are assoiated with the node are only overed by the subregion

f[X

0

min

; X

0

max

℄; [Y

0

min

; Y

0

max

℄g. Using region redution the

area that is assoiated with the node shrinks to the minimum

spae whih an over all the rules assoiated with the node.

In this example this area is:f[X

0

min

; X

0

max

℄; [Y

0

min

; Y

0

max

℄g.

tree struture together with a paket header that has arrived

at this node. The paket header has the value X = 215

and Y = 111. The urrent node overs the regions 200 �

239 in the X dimension and 80 � 159 in the Y dimension.

During the searh the paket header is esorted by a set of

registers arrying information regarding the hyper-region to

whih the paket header belongs at the urrent stage. In

this example the urrent hyper-region is f[200 � 239℄; [80 �

119℄; : : : g

6

Node A has 16 uts, with 4 uts for eah of the dimension

X and Y . In order to identify the hild node whih must be

followed for this paket header, the index in eah dimension

is determined as follow. First, X

index

= b

215�200

10

 = 1.

This is beause eah ut in the X dimension is of size (239�

200 + 1)=4 = 10. Similarly, Y

index

= b

111�80

20

 = 1. This is

beause eah ut in the Y dimension is of size (159 � 80 +

6

The hyper-region assoiated with the paket header is dif-

ferent than the hyper-region overed by the node A beause

the node A is obtained as a result of merging two nodes

that over the hyper-regions f[200 � 239℄; [80 � 119℄; : : : g

and f[200 � 239℄; [120 � 159℄; : : : g respetively.



A

R1

A

after "pushing" up

R1
R2
R3

R1
R2
R7

R2
R1
R2
R4

R3 R7 R4

R1, R2

the common rules

Figure 10: An example in whih all the hild nodes of A share

the same subset of rules fR

1

; R

2

g. As a result only A will store

the subset instead of being repliated in all the hildren.

1)=4 = 20

7

As a result the hild node B is piked and the set of reg-

isters is updated with the new values desribing the hyper-

region overing the paket header at this stage. This hyper-

region is now: f[200 � 219℄; [100 � 119℄; : : : g

The searh ends when a leaf node is reahed in whih ase

the paket header is heked against the �elds in the list of

rules assoiated with the node.

The pseudoode for the searh algorithm (using F

i

for

Field

i

for brevity) is:

1 Searh(F

1

; : : : F

k

);

2 Node urNode = root;

3 for i 1 to k do

4 regionL[i℄ Min[i℄;

5 regionR[i℄ Max[i℄;

6 while urNode! = LEAF do

7 for i 2 urNode:Dims do

8 ut[i℄ b

F

i

�urNode:MinDim[i℄

urNode:�[i℄

;

9 regionL[i℄ urNode:Dims[i℄:left[ut[i℄℄;

10 regionR[i℄ urNode:Dims[i℄:right[ut[i℄℄;

11 urNode urNode:hild(ut[0℄; ut[1℄; : : : ut[k℄);

12 mathRule findMathRule(urNode:listRules);

13 return mathRule;

The searh for a paket with a k�dimensional header

F

1

; : : : F

k

starts with an intialization phase (steps 2� 5) in

whih the urrent node of the searh is set to the root node of

the searh struture, and the regions whih over the paket

header are set to the maximum value of the ranges for eah

of the dimensions. For example, if the �rst two dimensions

orrespond to IP values than these values are 0 and 2

32

� 1

respetively.

The next steps (6 � 11) traverse the deision tree until

it �nds either a leaf node or a NULL node. At eah step

in the traversal it updates the hyper-regions that over the

values in the paket header

One a leaf node is found on step 12 the list of rules as-

soiated with this node is traversed and the �rst mathing

rule is returned in step 13. If there is no math a NULL is

returned;

6. EVALUATION

6.1 Classifier Characteristics
We evaluate HyperCuts both on �rewall databases as well

as on edge and ore router databases. All the router rule

databases are from major ISPs. CR

1

through CR

4

are rule

7

The division operation an be easily replaed with a binary

shift operation by using a multiple of two for the number of

uts.

Packet:
X=215
Y=111
Z=...
...

�����
�����
�����

�����
�����
�����

....

Xmin = 210

200 Register Values:

80
Zmin = ...
Zmax = ...

Xmax = 219

239
159

210 219

100

119
Register Values:

Zmin =...

Xmax = 239

Ymin = 100
Ymax = 119

Zmax = ...
...

X min = 200

Ymin = 80 
Ymax = 119

X

Y

Node A

Node B

Figure 11: A searh through the HyperCuts deision tree

in whih a paket arrives to a node that overs the regions

200�239 in the X dimension and 80�159 in the Y dimension.

The paket header has the value 215 in the X dimension and

111 in the Y dimension.

databases provided by four major ISPs. ISP

2

is the provider

for the databases ER

1

: : : ER

4

whih are onsidered to be

representative for the edge router databases

8

. The �rewall

databases are named FW

1

: : : FW

4

, and were obtained from

real �rewalls.

The number of rules in the ore router lassi�ers varies

from 85 to 2800 as is shown in Figure 12. All the lassi�ers

are �ve dimensional with the IP soure and destination �eld

represented as pre�xes while the port �elds are represented

as ranges.

In the ase of ore router databases, with the exeption of

one database whih appears to have rules onneting sub-

networks (pre�x lengths with values of 16�24), all the other

databases have similar maximums at lengths 0, 16, 24 and

32. The pre�x length distribution in the ase of �rewall

databases has maximums at lengths 0 and 32, while for other

lengths the distribution is muh more uniform than in the

ase of the ore router lassi�ers.

In the ase of the edge router databases, the IP pre�x

length distribution has values whih are idential for both

soure and destination. With very few exeptions, the pre-

�xes in the lassi�er all have length 32. More spei�ally,

most of the rules are made up of pairs of pre�xes with the

same length. The only exeption to this rule is when a rule

ontains a wildard in one of the �elds. This appears to be

be a onsequene of the poliies used by ISP

2

.

The number of rules mathing all �ve �elds is somewhere

between 3 and 5 for the ore router databases, and up to 7

mathes in the ase of the �rewall databases. This result is

onsistent with results by Gupta and MKeown in [2, 1℄. A

value of 3 is easily ahieved by a lassi�er whih ontains a

default rule to be exeuted on all pakets, a seond rule to

be exeuted on all the pakets arrying a TCP message, and

8

While the other ISPs use a large amount of rules in their

ore routers, ISP

2

uses very small ore router databases

whih we did not study here. However, ISP

2

did have large

edge router databases. We investigated about 38; 000 of

these databases, eah with up to 5; 000 rules per database;

beause of spae limitations, we show the results on only

four sample edge router databases.



a third rule to be exeuted on all pakets for an established

TCP onnetion.

For more details regarding the struture of the rule sets,

the interested reader may onsult [14℄.

Overall, analyzing the rule sets we ome to the surprising

onlusion that paket lassi�ation databases in the ore,

edge, and �rewall spaes have totally di�erent harateris-

tis. This is in sharp ontrast to the uniform testing method-

ology used in past papers.

6.2 Metrics
We wish to do paket lassi�ation at wire speed for min-

imum sized pakets and thus speed is the dominant metri.

We fous on worst ase searh time expressed in number of

memory aesses.

To allow the database to �t in high speed memory it is ru-

ial to also redue the amount of storage. On-hip SRAM

an provide latenies of around 1 � 4 nse per operation.

However, on-hip SRAM is limited in size. For example,

in a .13 miron tehnology the area oupied by about 16

Mbits of SRAM is around 85mm

2

. By omparison, an ARM

966E ore without any additional ahes oupies only about

1mm

2

using the same tehnology. Therefore, the seond

metri we study is the spae oupied by the searh stru-

ture.

6.3 Performance on Real Life Classifiers
As mentioned earlier, we evaluate our algorithm on a set

of lassi�ers whih we onsider to be representative for ore

routers, edge routers, and �rewalls. The memory spae used

by the HyperCuts searh struture depends on the number

and size of nodes. A node onsists of a header plus an array

of pointers to hild nodes, one for eah ut. The header size

is 4 bytes, eah pointer takes 4 bytes, and the number of

entries in the array is equal to the number of hild nodes

9

.

A bitmap in the header is used to distinguish between types

of nodes.

The ode used for the other lassi�ation shemes an be

found in our publi repository [15℄. We start by showing

the results for ore router databases. Figure 12 displays the

memory utilization for HyperCuts vs. memory utilization

for RFC, ABV, EGT-PC and HiCuts while Figure 13 shows

the worst ase searh time for the same algorithms. Our re-

sults show that the main ontenders against HyperCuts are

HiCuts and EGT-PC. However, in terms of memory utiliza-

tion, HyperCuts uses up to an order of magnitude less mem-

ory than either HiCuts optimized for spae or EGT-PC. In

terms of worst ase searh time, HyperCuts is 3 to 10 times

faster than HiCuts. In what follows, we show the results of

HyperCuts versus the two best previous algorithms: HiCuts

and EGT-PC.

Despite using ACL lists, the edge router databases only

speify the two �elds for IP soure and destination, and most

with length 32 pre�xes in these two �elds; two dimensions

does not provide suÆient degrees of freedom for HyperCuts

to di�erentiate itself from HiCuts. This an be learly seen

9

The re�nements disussed in setion 5.1.3 inrease the

header size to maintain information about the region ov-

ered by a node. Use of region ompation requires saving

the di�erene in o�sets between new and old regions ov-

ered; node merging also requires storing the new borders

of the region in the header. Overall, this an result in an

inrease of 2� 8 bytes per dimension.

in Figures 14 and 15.

The results of running HiCuts, HyperCuts and EGT-PC

on �rewall databases are shown in Figure 16 and 17. The

�rewall databases are distintly di�erent from the ore router

databases as they onsist of a large number of unique ranges,

as well as a large number of values in the protool and the

port �elds. Growth in the number of popular appliations

has a diret impat on the number of port and protool om-

binations in �rewall databases. More importantly, there are

a large number of rules with wildards in either the soure or

the destination IP �eld. All these ontribute to an inrease

in the e�etiveness of utting on more than one �eld at a

time as in HyperCuts.

If we onsider utting on only one dimension as in HiCuts,

the seletion piks the dimension with the largest number

of unique elements to ut on. For �rewall databases, the

soure and destination IP �elds have the largest number

of unique elements. However, both �elds also have a large

number of wildards. As a result, using either of the IP

�elds for uts results in repliating a large number of rules,

and hene limits the number of uts due to storage fator

limits.

By ontrast, HyperCuts allows utting both soure and

destination IP �elds in a single node, whih not only dis-

perses the rules among the hild nodes in a single step but

also redues the e�et of rule repliation. Further, in Hyper-

Cuts pushing up ommon sets of rules redues the damage

due to repliation. For the �rewall databases under on-

sideration this optimization resulted in a memory redution

of 10%. Overall for �rewall databases, HyperCuts uses an

amount of memory similar to EGT-PC while its searh time

is up to 5 times better than HiCuts optimized for speed.

6.4 Performance on Synthetic Classifiers
We have seen that edge, ore, and �rewall databases have

very di�erent attributes. Thus it is inappropriate to build a

single syntheti model of a lassi�er to test salability. In-

stead, we used the real life databases we already had as gen-

erators to produe new syntheti databases of larger sizes.

To reate a new rule, we randomly pik two pre�xes from

a pool of values that follows the same pre�x distribution as

the one found in the original databases, one for the soure

and one for the destination. We append the other �elds |

soure and destination port as well as protool number |

by randomly piking them from a pool of all the values that

were in the orresponding real life generator. This proedure

is then iterated N times to reate a lassi�er of size N .

Our evaluation results are shown in Figure 18. For syn-

theti ore-router style databases of size 20000, HyperCuts

requires only 11 memory aess for searh in the worst ase;

for edge-router style databases, HyperCuts requires 35 mem-

ory for a database of 25000 rules. In the ase of �rewall-like

databases, the presene of about 10% wildards in either

of the soure and destination IP �eld ontributes to a steep

memory inrease. This is possibly beause of a large number

of rules repliated in leaves.

7. CONCLUSIONS
The papers in [1, 7℄ pioneered work on paket lassi�a-

tion based on deision trees and geometri uts, but hose

only a single �eld at a time to ut on. HyperCuts introdues

one more degree of freedom ompared with these algorithms

by allowing more than one dimension to be ut within a sin-



Database No.Rules RFC HiCuts� 4 HiCuts� 1 ABV EGT � PC HypCuts� 4 HypCuts� 1

CR

1

85 55; 202 11; 608 1; 346 1; 572 1; 168 453 226

CR

2

125 114; 080 10; 704 1; 986 1; 606 1; 472 589 610

CR

3

351 100; 991 64; 541 19; 001 4; 651 2; 261 15; 395 11; 210

CR

4

2799 747; 271 117; 801 25; 543 285; 099 30; 753 16; 631 11; 030

Figure 12: The total memory spae oupied by the searh struture in all 5 heuristis RFC, HiCuts(spfa = 1; 4), BV, ABV,

EGT-PC and HyperCuts for the four ore router databases. The size is in memory words, one memory word is 32 bits.

Database No.Rules RFC HiCuts� 4 HiCuts� 1 ABV EGT � PC HypCuts� 4 HypCuts� 1

CR

1

85 12 25 32 111 32 14 14

CR

2

125 12 25 36 106 54 8 11

CR

3

351 12 35 57 126 47 22 31

CR

4

2; 799 12 38 66 196 87 18 25

Figure 13: The total number of memory aesses for a worst ase searh in all 5 heuristis RFC, HiCuts(spfa = 1; 4), BV, ABV,

EGT-PC and HyperCuts for the four ore router databases. One memory aess is one word. One word is 32 bits.

gle node, while still using only one memory aess per node.

The deision proedure we use for HyperCuts to hoose di-

mensions is inspired by HiCuts but di�ers from it in several

subtle ways inluding the use of the mean number of unique

elements, the region density, and a di�erent spae fator

funtion.

As in HiCuts, there may be wasted spae for uts beause

of empty or repliated array elements. HyperCuts deals with

repliated array elements by \pushing up ommon rules" to

anestors in the searh tree. HyperCuts also redues empty

pointers using \region ompation" whih shrinks a node

region to inludes only the areas overed by all rules in the

node.

We evaluated HyperCuts on both industrial �rewall databases

and synthetially generated databases. We found very lit-

tle improvement over HiCuts in the ase of edge routers

(beause they have simple struture using rules on soure-

destination pairs). However, both HiCuts and HyperCuts

do very well on suh databases. Further, the paket lassi-

�ers from ISP

2

edge routers have reently migrated to a new

set of rules, whih use all �ve �elds, and seem more similar

to ore router lassi�ers. Thus we believe that HyperCuts

will outperform HiCuts signi�antly on the new edge router

databases being deployed.

On �rewall databases and ore routers, HyperCuts pro-

dues an order of magnitude in memory utilization while at

the same time reduing worst-ase searh time by a fator

of up to 3. The di�erene between the performane on the

three di�erent types of databases undersores the need for

more areful modeling of �rewall databases.

Finally, we note that HyperCuts an easily be implemented

in hardware at line speeds using a pipeline and on-hip

SRAM. Sine the trees generated by HyperCuts have heights

no greater than 10, this requires only 10 pipeline stages,

whih is well within urrent hardware limits. For all these

reasons, we believe that HyperCuts an be a viable algorith-

mi ontender to Ternary CAMs.
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Database No. of Rules EGT � PC HiCuts� 4 HiCuts� 1 HyperCuts� 4 HyperCuts� 1

ER

1

4740 284; 159 6695 6659 6659 6482

ER

2

2505 149; 470 3730 3470 3456 3393

ER

3

995 62; 266 1501 1459 1527 1465

ER

4

2458 154; 976 3263 3274 3295 3295

Figure 14: The total memory spae oupied by the searh struture in EGT-PC, HiCuts(spfa = 1; 4) and HyperCuts for the

four edge router databases. The size is in memory words, one memory word is 32 bits.

Database No. of Rules EGT � PC HiCuts� 4 HiCuts� 1 HyperCuts� 4 HyperCuts� 1

ER

1

4740 62 15 18 15 18

ER

2

2505 63 15 18 15 18

ER

3

995 49 15 18 15 15

ER

4

2458 65 15 15 11 15

Figure 15: The total number of memory aesses for a worst ase searh in EGT-PC, HiCuts(spfa = 1; 4) and HyperCuts for

the four edge router databases. One memory aess is one word. One word is 32 bits.

Database No. of Rules EGT � PC HiCuts� 4 HiCuts� 1 HyperCuts� 4 HyperCuts� 1

FW

1

279 7; 477 48; 347 16; 978 9; 574 6; 026

FW

2

183 3; 642 20; 995 2; 872 4; 311 6; 675

FW

3

158 2; 962 18; 207 6; 675 2; 164 943

FW

4

266 4; 275 14; 624 6; 375 9; 477 6; 991

Figure 16: The total memory spae oupied by the searh struture in EGT-PC, HiCuts(spfa = 1; 4) and HyperCuts for the

four �rewall databases. The size is in memory words, one memory word is 32 bits.

Database No. of Rules EGT � PC HiCuts� 4 HiCuts� 1 HyperCuts� 4 HyperCuts� 1

FW

1

279 63 41 74 26 32

FW

2

183 55 74 74 20 26

FW

3

158 56 74 74 17 17

FW

4

266 38 23 50 17 23

Figure 17: The total number of memory aesses for a worst ase searh in EGT-PC, HiCuts(spfa = 1; 4) and HyperCuts for

the four �rewall databases. One memory aess is one word. One word is 32 bits.

Database No. of Rules Memory Spae Searh

ER� 5K 4; 970 6; 745 14

ER� 10K 9; 940 13; 482 29

ER� 15K 14; 910 20; 188 32

ER� 20K 19; 880 27; 098 35

CR� 5K 5; 000 4; 508 8

CR� 10K 10; 000 8; 495 8

CR� 15K 15; 000 12; 822 11

CR� 20K 20; 000 16; 857 11

FW � 5K 5; 000 14; 733 14

FW � 10K 10; 000 45; 158 14

FW � 15K 15; 000 80; 486 17

FW � 20K 20; 000 150; 551 17

Figure 18: The total memory spae and worst ase searh time for HyperCuts with a spae fator of 4(optimized for speed) using

syntheti databases. The databases are generated with the same pre�x rule distribution as in the edge router (ER), ore router(CR)

and �rewall(FW) databases. One memory aess is one word. Memory spae is expressed in words. One word is 32 bits.


